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Memo


To:	 	 All Members 

Subject: 	 High Performance Manager Update 

Date: 	 	 4th June, 2018 

CC:	 	 Presidents, Technical Directors & Administrators 

   

Announcement 

It is with great disappointment to announce that Jared Griffiths will not be joining Soccer Nova 

Scotia as the High Performance Manager on July 1st, 2018 as originally announced. 

We were delighted to finalize an agreement with Jared early 2018 to oversee the Soccer Nova 

Scotia high performance programs and align the direction with the wider Canadian landscape. 

Unfortunately, during this period Jared has become a new father and recently been offered a 

position at his existing employment, which he felt was a better fit with his personal circumstances. 

Whilst this is a huge loss for Soccer Nova Scotia, we are pleased to continue our working 

collaboration with Jared as he will continue to support the EXCEL & Provincial program as a coach 

and leader. 

“It was a tough decision to not join the staff at Soccer Nova Scotia. I made the decision based on 
an exciting opportunity in the education field and being able to spend more time with my young 
family. I want to thank Mike Whyatt and the staff at Soccer Nova Scotia for all their help over the 
past few months and I can’t say enough good things about the work they are doing to improve and 
promote the game. I look forward to being involved in the provincial and Excel programs as a staff 
coach.” 

We wish Jared all the best with his new position and our continued working relationship. 

In the meantime, Soccer Nova Scotia will be evaluating this unexpected news and review the 

staffing needs of the soccer development department in conjunction with Soccer Nova Scotia’s 

wider technical plan and the soon to be announced initiatives of Canada Soccer.  

We thank you for your continued support as we navigate this challenging announcement.  
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